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Rich high for stars like hidden in your soul dream the for every dream leads the goal. We delight in 

the beauty of the butterfly but really admit the changes that we are we all go through our lives that 

constantly proves us and with ‘Maya Angelus' words for train this throw in the most dazzling way 

possible. 

I take this opportunity to thank the almighty for leading and guiding us and two provide exemplary 

educational experiences for students and in preserving the integrity integrity of learning with a 

meaningful Curriculum all round development of the children in physical social emotional aesthetic 

moral and in spiritual aspects. 

The school is co-educational and affiliated to the CBSE it is up to 10th  system of education the 

Administration of the school is visited with the chairman and Mr Gaurav Ram Jhunjhunwala. 

It it is my pleasant duty to present the Annual report of the school for the Academic year 2021-2022. 

School reopen on 12 April, 2021  in a pro earful ambience online and offline both ways.     

The Annual report of Baddi International School Baddi articulates  and demonstrate the dynamic 

nature of our school and our commitment to excellency. The report also provides some idea about 

the way resources have been used to provide quality teaching and learning environment for our 

children during the coved period. The school collectively has an enthusiastic and dedicated team of 

25 teachers in the Secondary , Primary and the pre- Primary sections. In additional we have not-

teaching and supporting staff. Their coordination with each other is what enables the school two 

function smoothly and grow with new perspectives. 

Innovation is the change that unlock new value which leads to success. The school continues to the 

stripe towards innovation and for that the latest practices in the field of education are being 

continuously incorporated. 

Academics:- 

Academics is the core focus of our school. All the possible efforts have been taken and use will 

continue to take to ensure Academic excellency in our school. We believe that excellence in 

Academics in the hall mark of our School as a good institution. We are proud to report that 2021-

2022 batch of 10th standard students have brought laurels to the School by their excellent. We 

achieved 100% results in CBSE class  10th  examination. 

Online classes:-Our biggest achievement in the session 2021-2022 was conduct the online classes 

successfully with the helping hand of the parents. Keeping in view the international standards in 

education the child academy pre performance was measured in a series of periodic term-1 and 

term-2 examinations with a lot of emphasis on learning through doing process. 

The academic year 2021-2022 commenced with online classes then for classes 8th to 10th face to face 

of line classes also started. 

Competitions/Events/Functions:- 

“If the mind is intentionally eager everything can be accomplished-mountain can be crumbled into 

atoms,” said Swami Vivekananda. 

Shakespeare Day:- 



On 23rd April, 2021, we took the opportunity to conduct on article writing and drawing competition 

to commemorate ever dazzling highly intelligent and virtuous wntributions of the legend to the word 

of English literature. 

World Earth Day:-Virtual event the earth will not continue to offer its harvest accept with faithful 

stewardship. “We cannot say we love the land and then take steps to destroyed it for use buy future 

generations.” distance planted tree at home and in their resorts and send their photos with their 

plant. 

Labour Day:-Virtual event Bistians participate in poster making and slogan, writing competitions 

,and to the winners e-certificate were given. 

Mother’s Day:- 

‘A mother’s love for her child is like nothing else in the word it knows no law, no pity. Days all things 

and crushes down remorselessly all that stands in its path on their beautiful day Bistians  show their 

love towards their moms by making cards, writing, poems and beautiful messages. 

Anti Tobacco Day:-To separate awareness about harmful effects of tobacco, Bistians made 

beautiful posters with great messages. 

Environment Day:-The gifts and blessings which nature endured on us are priceless. It is rather 

essential to conserve them all for a better future and life for all. 

Bistians celebrated this environment day on 5th June virtually and they planted trees, gave speech 

and told that how we can safe our environment and made posters to create the awareness among 

people. 

International Yoga Day:-International yoga day was celebrated online by students and teachers. 

Student demonstrated various asans and importance of yoga which were explain as  “Yoga is the 

journey of the self, throw the self, to the self”. 

Independence Day:-We took Pride as Indians as we celebrated Indians 75th year of freedom. On 

this day students were involved in various activities virtually to highlight the importers of this day in 

our life. 

Raksha Bandhan:- A brother and sister is one of the deepest and no noblest of human emotions. 

To show there emotions bistians also participated virtually in many activities like rakhi making , thali 

decoration and rangoli, making with flower or natural things. 

Krishna Janmashtami:- Bistians participated in handy making ,swing making and paper handi, 

activities virtually and celebrated this day hilariously. 

Teachers Day:-School organised a wonderful online program for the Teachers. This showed how 

efficient our students are in handling and managing the online activities. 

Diwali celebration:-The significance of Diwali is the removal of darkness and ignorance from the 

mind and feeling it with goodness. 

Bistians celebrated their Diwali virtually in Vigorous and energetic way with the practice 

participation in a lot of activities like Diwali cards rangoli making Diya and mantra recitation etc. 

Children’s Day:-Bistians celebrated children's day with a lot of fun and frolic activities. 



Samvidhan Diwas:-Constitution provide justice social economic and political liberty of thought 

expression believe faith and worship equality of status and of opportunity and to promote among 

them all and fertility assurance the dignity of the individual and the unity and integrity of the Nation. 

To show the respect towards the constitution Bistians also took an oath on samvidhan Diwas. 

National Pollution Control Day:- 

On the day of national pollution control day, Bistians with a great vision met with the Chief minister 

of Himachal Honourable ‘Shree Jai Ram Thakur ji’ and they represented their vision for this 

industrial City Baddi that Bistians want to change Baddi in “Green and clean Baddi”. 

World soil Day:-On this day Bistians presented their values that “there can be no life without soil 

and no soil without life, they have involved together”. 

Anti corruption Day:-The word becomes a better place to leave where there is no corruption. 

To save the country from this social evil, Bistians had taken some steps and presented their message 

through Dramatization. 

Christmas Day:-Christmas is not a time nor a season but a state of mind. To Christian piece and 

goodwill to be plenteous in mercy is to have the spirit of Christmas. 

Bistians also celebrated this beautiful day in school campus with the exchange of gifts and singing of 

carols. 

Lohri /Makar Sankranti:-To celebrate this day our primary students made kites of different shapes 

and colours and decorated their kites and send their pics. 

National science Day:-Bistians celebrated science day with great enthusiasm and performed a lot 

of activities. Students made models and give presentation and quiz was also held in school campus. 

National Mathematica Day:-National Mathematics day was celebrated by BIS on 13th December 

,2021. Many activities were organised by the maths club like quiz ,poster making, speech etc. 

Students participated in all-and enjoyed. 

Competitions:- 

● Bistians participated in unison inter school competition in which Drishti Ganeriwala of class 

8th bagged price for school. 

●  Olympiad exams for maths and science was conducted and five students qualified for next 

Round. 

● By wiziclub reasoning and aptitude Olympiad was organised and 32 students qualified for 

next round. 

CBSE circulars:-CBSE give many circulars to schools time to time to organise many activities for 

students. 

Bistians also participated in many projects like 

* India campaign 

* Gatha project 

* Selection commission of India’s national voters awareness. 

Kindergarten Activities:- 



● Yellow day 

The pre primary selection observed 'yellow day’ in appreciation of colours. 

● A long with the primary and senior students our tiny tots also participated in a plenty of 

celebrations with a lot of vigour and fun.  Some of them are Raksha  Bandhan , 

independence day ,children's day ,Christmas day Diwali celebration, Janmashtami, Yoga day, 

Lohri and Mother’s day. 

Poem recitation competition:-Tiny- tots participated in poem recitation competition and they 

recited in Hindi and English both the languages. 

Colour wonder Activity:-This activity was organised for the tiny-tots to help and make understand 

the primary colours reorganisation through different activities of colours. 

Awareness program on covid-19:- 

For the kindergarten section awareness program on covid- 19 was organised with the help of the 

class teacher. Students took part in this program and prepared a slogan to aware to situation. The 

slogan were “don't be afraid of life challenges”. 

throw online classes teacher lever a lecture on this awareness about covid-19 and well aware the 

condition outside. 

Counselling session:-In order distress students in the “covid-19 pandemic time” a counselor was 

appointed to take the counselling session of students she devoted her invaluable time to hear the 

grievances of the students and gave solutions. 

P.T.M:- PTM'm were arranged periodically. We carries parents co- operation and their timely 

constructive suggestion s in our endure of importing quality education. 

P.T.A Meeting:-BIS elected one member from each classes as a representative for the same classes 

and organised one P.T.A association 4th Saturday of every month meeting was held in school 

campus. 

Before concluding this report, I bow my head reverence to the almighty god for the blessings he 

showered on this institution . 

I take this opportunity to express my deep sense of gratitude to our management for their study 

support. 

I also extend my heart felt thanks to all the parents for their continuous support. 

I think all the teaching and non teaching staff for their dedicated effort which is the key to our 

success and achievement. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 


